Carboxylic acid-doped SBA-15 silica as a host for metallo-supramolecular coordination polymers.
The adsorption of a metallo-supramolecular coordination polymer (Fe-MEPE) in the cylindrical pores of SBA-15 silica with pure and carboxylic acid (CA) carrying pore walls has been studied. Fe-MEPE is an intrinsically stiff polycation formed by complexation of Fe(II)-acetate with an uncharged ditopic bis-terpyridine ligand. The adsorption affinity and kinetics of the Fe-MEPE chains is strongly enhanced when the pore walls are doped with CA, and when the pH of the aqueous medium or temperature is increased. The initial fast uptake is connected with a decrease of pH of the aqueous solution, indicating an ion-exchange mechanism. It is followed by a slower (presumably diffusion-controlled) further uptake. The maximum adsorbed amount of Fe-MEPE in the CA-doped material corresponds to a monolayer of Fe-MEPE chains disposed side-by-side along the pore walls. The stoichiometry of Fe-MEPE in the pores (determined by XPS) was found to be independent of the loading and similar to that of the starting material. The mean chain length of Fe-MEPE before and after embedding in the CA-doped matrix was studied by solid-state 15N NMR using partially 15N-labeled Fe-MEPE. It is shown that the average chain length of Fe-MEPE is reduced when the complex is incorporated in the pores.